**MUST-SEE SOLUTIONS**

---

**Intake Manifold and Valve Cover Kit**

**NEW CONVENIENT SOLUTION**

**DIRECT REPLACEMENT**

**PROBLEM:**
The valve in the intake manifold often becomes dislodged, causing excessive vacuum that then damages the diaphragm integrated into the valve cover’s PCV cap.

**FIX:**
A complete repair of all damaged components, with a redesigned, OE FIX manifold to prevent future intake manifold and valve cover failure. It also includes a PCV tube assembly, because this part frequently breaks during removal.

**615-380KIT**
1.4L Ecotec engines; Buick 2019-13, Chevrolet 2019-12
VIO: 1,634,899

---

**Engine Valve Cover**

**RELIABLE REPLACEMENT**

**OVER 50 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE**

**Direct replacement valve cover matches the fit and function of the original equipment part that may be damaged or warped**

- Made of quality materials to withstand extreme temperatures to resist leaking
- Installation hardware included for a complete repair solution

**264-920**
Chevrolet 2018-08, Pontiac 2010-09, Saturn 2009-08, 1.8L and 3.2L engine
VIO: 735,336

---

**Sliding Door Handle Repair Kit**

**TIME & MONEY SAVER**

**PROBLEM:**
The sheet metal fatigues behind the door handles on certain minivans, leaving the handle unsecured without extensive repair to the door panel.

**FIX:**
This door handle repair kit allows the damaged door panel to be repaired in place with no cutting or welding to securely restore the handle’s function.

**926-288**
Chrysler Town & Country 2016-08, Dodge Grand Caravan 2019-08
VIO: 2,250,638

---

**A/C Hose Assembly**

**IMPROVED DESIGN & TIME SAVER**

**PROBLEM:**
The factory aluminum A/C lines corrode with exposure to the elements, causing the air conditioning system to fail.

**FIX:**
These time-saving Dorman OE FIX A/C lines are made of flexible reinforced rubber to simplify installation under the vehicle.

**926-999**
Chevrolet Trailblazer EXT 2006-02, GMC Envoy XL 2006-02
VIO: 301,778

---

**Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Sensor**

**LINE EXTENSION**

**DIRECT REPLACEMENT**

**PROBLEM:**
The factory aluminum line corrodes with exposure to the elements, resulting in illumination of the check engine light and vehicle going into engine derate.

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:**
- Original sensor fails due to debris and contamination, resulting in illumination of the check engine light and vehicle going into engine derate
- Properly repairs nitrogen oxide detection to comply with emissions regulations

**904-421**
Chevrolet Express and Silverado 2014-10, GMC Savana and Sierra 2014-10, 6.6L Downstream Sensor
VIO: 263,885

---
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**Accelerator Pedal Sensors**  
**LINE EXTENSION | OVER 15 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE**

Direct replacement accelerator pedal position sensor matches the fit and performance of a failed original equipment sensor to restore proper vehicle operation.

- Plug and play installation - no special tools or programming required to install this sensor.

**699-199**  
Acura 2008-03, Honda 2014-03  
**VIO:** 3,055,749

**Radiator Shutter Assemblies**  
**FIRST-TO-AFTERMARKET | OVER 10 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE**

Matches the fit and function of the original equipment shutter to restore function to the vehicle’s active grille shutter system.

- Plug and play installation - this grille shutter assembly is made with a factory-style electrical connector for a trouble-free installation.
- Mounting bracket included for a complete repair solution.

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:**
- Broken grille shutters or motor failure, illumination of the check engine light or high engine temperatures.

**601-332**  
Subaru Legacy 2017-15, Subaru Outback 2017-15  
**VIO:** 712,554

---

**Adaptive Light Module**  
**FIRST-TO-AFTERMARKET**

Matches the fit and function of the original equipment module to restore proper directional control to an adaptive headlight.

- Durable construction features a new housing and seal to prevent damage from moisture intrusion.

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:**
- Water intrusion in the headlight will lead to shorts in the module’s circuit board, causing error light to display.

**601-318**  
BMW 2015-06  
**VIO:** 820,037

**Intercooler**  
**LINE EXTENSION**

Direct replacement for an original equipment intercooler that has failed from oil contamination or leaks.

- Durable construction is made from corrosion-resistant aluminum.
- Has undergone dimensional, corrosion and flow testing to ensure proper fit and performance.

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:**
- Clogged or corroded tube causes engine power loss or increased fuel consumption.

**904-963**  
Buick Verano 2016-13, Chevrolet Cruze 2016-11, Chevrolet Cruze Limited 2016  
**VIO:** 1,079,054

---

**PCV Valve Tube**  
**FIRST-TO-AFTERMARKET | OVER 30 SKUS NOW AVAILABLE**

Made from quality materials to resist cracking and brittleness, this PCV hose replaces a worn or leaking original equipment hose.

- Designed to withstand exposure to extreme temperatures and oil vapors.

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:**
- Breakage from age, wear and tear or removal leads to rough idle, oil consumption and illumination of the check engine light.

**46831**  
Ford 2004-02, Lincoln 2004-02  
**VIO:** 1,158,294

---

**Sun Visor**  
**FIRST-TO-AFTERMARKET**

Damaged, worn or missing sun visor? Don’t go back to the dealership! Dorman continues to release new, exclusive, direct replacements.

- Matches the original sun visor in style, color and texture to blend seamlessly with overall interior.

**FAIL MODE & SIGN:**
- Sagging, broken detent mechanism or separating at seams.

**74207**  
Hyundai Accent 2011-07  
**VIO:** 169,947

---
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